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dimension, it is natural to expet that it an be overed by solving a (large but �nite)system of ordinary di�erential equations. One way of obtaining suh a system would be toembed the attrator into a smooth positively invariant �nite dimensional manifold.In order to overome these diÆulties, Foias, Sell and Temam proposed in [19℄ the no-tion of inertial manifold, whih is a smooth �nite dimensional hyperboli (and thus robust)positively invariant manifold whih ontains the global attrator and attrats exponentiallythe trajetories. Unfortunately, all the known onstrutions of inertial manifolds are basedon a restritive ondition, the so-alled spetral gap ondition. Consequently, the exis-tene of inertial manifolds is not known for many physially important equations (e.g. theNavier-Stokes equations, even in two spae dimensions). A non-existene result has evenbeen obtained by Mallet-Paret and Sell for a reation-di�usion equation in higher-spaedimensions.Thus, as an intermediate objet between the two ideal objets that the global attratorand an inertial manifold are, Eden, Foias, Niolaenko and Temam proposed in [10℄ thenotion of exponential attrator, whih is a ompat positively invariant set whih ontainsthe global attrator, has �nite fratal dimension and attrats exponentially the trajeto-ries. So, ompared with the global attrator, an exponential attrator is more robust underperturbations and numerial approximations (see [10℄, [16℄ and [20℄ for disussions on thissubjet). One an also note that, generally, one an only establish the upper-semiontinuityof (global) attrators for perturbations of semigroups and partial di�erential equations,whereas approximate and exat exponential attrators are ontinuous (up to a time shift),at least for lassial Galerkin approximations (see [10℄ for more details). Another motiva-tion for the study of exponential attrators omes from the fat that the global attratormay be trivial (say, redued to one point) and may thus fail to apture important transientbehaviors. We note however that, ontrarily to the global attrator, an exponential attra-tor is not neessarily unique, so that the atual/onrete hoie of an exponential attratoris in a sense arti�ial.Exponential attrators have been onstruted for a large lass of equations (see [1℄,[2℄, [10℄, [11℄, [12℄, [13℄, [16℄, [17℄, [20℄, [29℄, [30℄ and [31℄). The known onstrutions ofexponential attrators (see for instane [2℄, [10℄, [11℄ and [30℄) make an essential use oforthogonal projetors with �nite rank (in order to prove the so-alled squeezing property)and are thus valid in Hilbert spaes only. Reently, Efendiev, Miranville and Zelik gavein [13℄ a onstrution of exponential attrators that is no longer based on the squeezingproperty and that is thus valid in a Banah setting. So, exponential attrators are asgeneral as global attrators.In the ase of non-autonomous systems, Miranville gave in [29℄ (see also [17℄) a de�nitionof exponential attrator for periodi and quasiperiodi time dependenes. Unfortunately,sine it requires that the exponential attrators have �nite fratal dimension, suh a de�-nition annot be extended to more general translation-ompat time dependenes. Indeed,ontrarily to the autonomous ase, the uniform attrator has in�nite (fratal) dimension ingeneral (see [4℄, [5℄ and [7℄). It is important to note that suh an in�nite dimensionality anbe obtained for physially relevant systems (e.g. a asade system onstruted on a partial2



di�erential equation in Rn, see Setion 5 below). Sine it ontains the uniform attrator,an exponential attrator must thus also have in�nite fratal dimension. Of ourse, theondition of �nite (fratal) dimensionality should not be dropped ompletely: otherwise,any ompat positively invariant bounded absorbing set would be an exponential attrator,whih is not satisfatory. It is thus reasonable to onstrut the exponential attrator assmall as possible and to have a tool that measures this smallness.In this artile, we propose to use the Kolmogorov's epsilon-entropy (see [23℄) to obtain agood/suitable de�nition of (in�nite dimensional) exponential attrator; the Kolmogorov'sentropy being a useful tool for the omparison of (in�nite dimensional) ompat sets (see [7℄,[8℄, [9℄, [23℄, [37℄, [38℄, [39℄ and [40℄). More preisely, we propose to onstrut an exponentialattratorM whose entropy has in some sense the same form as that of the uniform attrator(see Setion 4 for more details). We thus give in Theorem 4.1 a onstrution of (in�nitedimensional) exponential attrators. As an example, we prove the existene of an (in�nitedimensional) exponential attrator for a non-autonomous reation-di�usion system.x0 Setting of the problemWe onsider the following seond order paraboli system in a bounded smooth domain! � Rn :(0.1) � �tu = a�xu� f(u) + g(t); x 2 !;u���! = 0; u��t=0 = u0:Here, u = (u1; � � � ; uk) is an unknown vetor funtion, �x is the Laplaian with respet tothe variables x = (x1; � � � ; xn), a is a given k�k-matrix suh that a+a� > 0 and f(u) andg(t) = g(t; x) are given funtions.The nonlinear term f is assumed to satisfy the following onditions:(0.2) 8><>: 1: f 2 C1(Rk ;Rk );2: f(u):u � �C; f 0(u) � �KId;3: jf(u)j � C(1 + jujp); jf 0(u)j � C(1 + jujp�1); p < p = n+2n�2 ;where the ondition f 0(u) � �KId means that the matrix f 0(u) + KId is positive. Hereand below, we denote by u:v the standard inner produt in Rk . Moreover, we denote byW l;p(V ) the Sobolev spae of the funtions whose derivatives up to order l belong to Lp(V ),whih we endow with its usual norm denoted by k� ; V kl;p. We will write k � kl;p instead ofk� ; !kl;p.We furthermore assume that the external fore g 2 L2(
T ) for T � 0, where 
T :=[T; T + 1℄� !, and satis�es(0.3) kgkL2b := supT�0 kg;
Tk0;2 <1:We denote by L2b(
+) (
+ := R+ � !) the B-spae of the funtions g with �nite norm(0.3). The spaes W l;pb (
+) and W l;p(
) (
 := R � !) an be de�ned similarly.3



As usual, the solution of problem (0.1) is a funtion u 2 �(
T ) := W (1;2);2(
T ), forevery T � 0, whih satis�es (0.1) in the sense of distributions. We reall that the norm inthe Sobolev{Slobodetskij spae �(
T ) is given by the following expression:(0.4) ku;
Tk2� := k�tu;
Tk20;2 + ku;
Tk22;2:Consequently, we assume that the initial data u0 belongs to the spae V0 :=W 1;20 (!), whihis the trae spae at t = 0 of the funtions u 2 �(
0) suh that u���! = 0 (see [25℄).Remark 0.1. We note that 2p is the limit exponent in the embedding �(
T ) � L2p(
T ).Consequently, the growth restritions (0.2) guarantee that f(u) 2 L2(
T ), for every u 2�(
T ), and equation (0.1) an be understood as an equality in L2(
T ).x1 The estimatesIn this Setion, we give several estimates for the solutions of (0.1) and their di�erenethat will be essential in the next setions for the onstrution of the global and exponentialattrators for (0.1) and for the derivation of estimates on their entropy. We start with thefollowing theorem.Theorem 1.1. Let the assumptions of the introdution hold. Then, for every u0 2 V0,problem (0.1) has a unique (in the lass u 2 �(
T ), T � 0) solution u(t) that possesses thefollowing estimate:(1.1) ku;
Tk� � Q(ku0kV0)e��T +Q(kgkL2b);where Q is a monotoni funtion whih depends on f but whih is independent of u0 andg and where � is a stritly positive number.Proof. We restrit ourselves to the derivation of estimate (1.1). The existene of solutionsan be obtained in a standard way, using e.g. the Galerkin method or the Leray-Shauder�xed point theorem (see [3℄ and [36℄). The uniqueness will be veri�ed in Theorem 1.2.In order to derive (1.1), we multiply as usual equation (0.1) by u(t) and integrate overx 2 !. Then, integrating by parts and using the seond assumption of (0.2) and thepositivity of a, we obtain the estimate(1.2) �tku(t)k20;2 + �ku(t)k20;2 + �ku(t)k21;2 � C(1 + kg(t)k20;2);where � > 0 is small enough (here, we have used the inequality ku(t)k0;2 � Ckrxu(t)k0;2together with Holder's inequality).Applying Gronwall's inequality to (1.2), we dedue that(1.3) ku(T )k20;2 + Z T+1T ku(t)k21;2 dt � Cku0k20;2e��T + C(1 + kgk2L2b):4



Multiplying now equation (0.1) by ��xu(t), integrating over x 2 ! and integrating byparts, we obtain, using again the seond assumption of (0.2), the positivity of a and Holder'sinequality(1.4) �tku(t)k21;2 + �ku(t)k21;2 + �ku(t)k22;2 � Cku(t)k21;2 + C(1 + kg(t)k20;2):Here, we have impliitly used the fat that the domain ! is smooth. Indeed, for suhdomains, we have ku(t)k2;2 � Ck�xu(t)k0;2.Applying Gronwall's inequality to (1.4) and estimating the �rst term of the right-handside of (1.4) by (1.3), we obtain, after simple transformations(1.5) ku(T )k21;2 + Z T+1T ku(t)k22;2 dt � C1ku0k21;2e��T + C1(1 + kgk2L2b):Our next task is to estimate kf(u);
Tk0;2. To this end, we use the following embedding.Lemma 1.1. Let ! � Rn , n > 2, be a smooth domain. Then(1.6) L1([T; T + 1℄;W 1;2(!)) \ L2([T; T + 1℄;W 2;2(!)) � L2p(
T ):Proof. The embedding (1.6) an easily be obtained by interpolation between L1(W 1;2)and L2(W 2;2) and by using standard embedding theorems. Indeed, for every � 2 [0; 1℄(1.7) L1([T; T + 1℄;W 1;2(!)) \ L2([T; T + 1℄;W 2;2(!)) � L2=�([T; T + 1℄;W 1+�(!));(see e.g. [35℄). We note that, due to a standard embedding theorem, we haveW 1+�;2 � Lq,with 1q = 12 � 1+�n . Finding � = n�2n+2 from the equation 2=� = q, we now obtain theembedding (1.6). Lemma 1.1 is proved.Thus, aording to Lemma 1.1, estimate (1.5) and the growth restritions (0.2)(1.8) kf(u);
Tk20;2 � C �1 + ku;
Tk20;2p�p � C1�1 + kuk2pL1([T;T+1℄;W 1;2)++ kuk2pL2([T;T+1℄;W 2;2)� � Q1(ku0kV0)e��T +Q1(kgkL2b);for an appropriate monotoni funtion Q1. Thanks to (1.8), we an rewrite equation (0.1)as a linear equation:(1.9) �tu� a�xu = hu(t) := f(u(t)) + g(t);and then apply the paraboli regularity theorem to (1.9) (see e.g. [25℄):(1.10) ku;
Tk2� � C(ku(T )k21;2 + kg;
Tk20;2 + kf(u);
Tk20;2):Inserting estimates (1.5) and (1.8) into the right-hand side of (1.10), we obtain estimate(1.1). This �nishes the proof of Theorem 1.1.The following theorem gives an estimate for the di�erene of two solutions of (0.1) fordi�erent initial values and right-hand sides. This estimate is of fundamental signi�ane inour study of attrators. 5



Theorem 1.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold and let u1(t) and u2(t) be twosolutions of equation (0.1), with right-hand sides g1 and g2 respetively. Then(1.11) ku1(T )� u2(T )k21;2 � CT�1eLT ku1(0)� u2(0)k20;2++ CeLT Z T0 kg1(t)� g2(t)k20;2 dt;where the onstant C depends on the V0-norm of u1(0) and u2(0) and where the onstantL depends only on f and a.Proof. We restrit ourselves to the ase T � 1 in (1.11) (whih in fat will be used in thenext setions). The general ase an be obtained similarly or derived from the ase T � 1by indution.Let v(t) = u1(t)� u2(t), h(t) = g1(t)� g2(t). Then(1.12) � �tv = a�xv � l(t)v + h;v���! = 0; v��t=0 = u1(0)� u2(0);where l(t) := R 10 f 0(su1(t) + (1� s)u2(t)) ds.The following two Lemmata give estimates for the solutions of (1.12).Lemma 1.2. Let the above assumptions hold and let us assume that T � 1. Then(1.13) Z T0 kl(t)v(t)k20;2 dt � Ckv;
0;Tk20;q; q = 2p 11 + p � p < 2p;where Æ = Æ(p) > 0, 
0;T := [0; T ℄� ! and C = C(ku1(0)kV0 ; ku2(0)kV0).Proof. Using the growth restitions on f 0 (see (0.2)) and Holder's inequality with exponentspp�1 and p1+p�p , we �nd(1.14) Z T0 kl(t)v(t)k20;2dt � C(1 + ku1;
0;Tk0;2p + ku2;
0;Tk0;2p)2(p�1)kv;
0;Tk20;q:Furthermore, using Theorem 1.1 and the embedding � � L2p , it follows that(1.15) kui;
0;Tk0;2p � Ckui;
0k� � Q(kui(0)kV0) +Q(kgkL2b):Inserting (1.15) into (1.14), we then �nish the proof of the lemma.6



Lemma 1.3. Let the above assumptions hold and let us assume that T � 1. Then, forevery " > 0, there exists C" depending only on kui(0)kV0 suh that(1.16) Z T0 kl(t)v(t)k20;2 dt � C" Z T0 kv(t)k20;2 dt++ " Z T0 kv(t)k22;2 dt+ " supt2[0;T ℄kv(t)k21;2:Proof. Sine q < 2p, then, aording to the interpolation inequality between L2 and L2pand aording to Young's inequality, we have, for every " > 0(1.17) kv;
0;Tk20;q � C"kv;
Tk20;2 + "kv;
0;Tk20;2p :Applying now the result of Lemma 1.1 to the last term of the right-hand side of (1.17), weobtain(1.18) kv;
0;Tk20;2p � C  Z T0 kv(t)k22;2 dt+ supt2[0;T ℄kv(t)k21;2! :(Moreover, repeating the proof of Lemma 1.1, we an easily hek that the onstant C in(1.18) is independent of T .)Combining estimates (1.17) and (1.18) with estimate (1.13), we �nish the proof of thelemma.Now, we return to the study of equation (1.12). Let v(t) = v1(t) + v2(t), where v1(t)satis�es the equation(1.19) �tv1 = a�xv1 � l(t)v1 + h; v1(0) = 0;and v2 is solution of(1.20) �tv2 = a�xv2 � l(t)v2; v2(0) = v(0):We �rst study equation (1.19). We note that, multiplying this equation by v1(t), integratingover x 2 ! and using the fat that l(t) � �KId (due to assumptions (0.2)), we dedue (asin the proof of Theorem 1.1) that(1.21) kv1(t)k20;2 � CeLt Z T0 kh(t)k20;2 dt:Multiplying now equation (1.19) by �xv1(t) and integrating over x 2 ! and t 2 [0; T ℄, wededue the estimate(1.22) kv1(T )k21;2 + Z T0 kv1(t)k22;2 dt � C Z T0 kh(t)k20;2 dt+ C Z T0 kl(t)v1(t)k20;2 dt:7



Inserting estimates (1.16) and (1.21) into the right-hand side of (1.22) and assuming that" is small enough, we obtain the inequality(1.23) kv1(T )k21;2 � C1 Z T0 kh(t)k20;2 dt+ " supt2[0;T ℄kv(t)k21;2:Taking the supremum over [0; T ℄ of both sides of (1.23) (with T replaed by t) and taking" < 1=2, we �nally obtain(1.24) kv1(T )k21;2 � C2 Z T0 kh(t)k20;2 dt:Let us now estimate the funtion v2(t). We �rst note that, multiplying (1.20) by v2(t) andarguing as in the proof of (1.21), we have(1.25) kv2(T )k20;2 + Z T0 kv2(t)k21;2 dt � Ckv(0)k20;2:(We reall that we have assumed that T � 1.)We then multiply equation (1.20) by t�xv2(t), integrate over x 2 ! and t 2 [0; T ℄ andset w(t) := t1=2v2(t). We �nd, after simple transformations(1.26) kw(T )k21;2 + Z T0 kw(t)k22;2 dt � C Z T0 kv2(t)k21;2 dt+ C Z T0 kl(t)w(t)k20;2 dt:Estimating the right-hand side of (1.26) by (1.25) and (1.16) and taking " small enough,we obtain the inequality(1.27) kw(T )k21;2 � Ckv(0)k20;2 + " supt2[0;T ℄kw(t)k21;2:Arguing as in (1.23), we dedue from (1.27) that(1.28) Tkv2(T )k21;2 = kw(T )k21;2 � Ckv(0)k20;2:Combining �nally estimates (1.24) and (1.28), we obtain estimate (1.11). Theorem 1.2 isproved.Corollary 1.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 hold. Then, for every solutions u1(t)and u2(t) with right-hand sides g1 and g2, the following estimate holds:(1.29) ku1(t)� u2(t)k21;2 � CeLt �ku1(0)� u2(0)k21;2 + Z t0 kg1(s)� g2(s)k20;2 ds� ;where the onstants C and L depend only on kui(0)kV0.The proof of (1.29) is similar to that of Theorem 1.2, but is essentially simpler, sine wedo not need to prove the smoothing property.To onlude this setion, we obtain some regularity results for the solutions of (0.1)under the additional assumption(1.30) g 2 L2+�b (R; L2(!));where � > 0 is some positive number. These regularity results will be essential for theonstrution of exponential attrators for problem (0.1).8



Theorem 1.3. Let u0 2 V0 and let assumption (1.30) hold. Then, there exists a onstant�0 = �0(�) > 0 suh that(1.31) Z 10 (tk�tu(t)k0;2)2+�0 dt++ Z 10 (tku(t)k2;2)2+�0 dt � Q(ku0kV0) +Q(kgkL2+�0b (L2));for an appropriate monotoni funtion Q.Proof. We set v(t) = tu(t). Then, v is solution of(1.32) �tv � a�xv = gu(t) := u(t)� tf(u(t)) + tg(t); v��t=0 = 0:Let us verify that gu 2 L2+�0([0; 1℄; L2(!)), for an appropriate �0 > 0. Indeed, sine p < p,the embedding �(
0) � L2p(
0), together with estimate (1.1), imply that(1.33) kf(u);
0k0;2p=p � Q1(ku;
0k0;2p) � Q2(ku0kV0) +Q2(kgkL2b);for appropriate monotoni funtions Q1 and Q2. Therefore, the funtion f(u) belongs toL2+�1([0; 1℄; L2(!)), with �1 := 2(pp � 1) > 0, and u(t) obviously belongs to at least thesame spae. Thus, we have proved that(1.34) kgukL2+�0([0;1℄;L2(!)) � Q3(ku0kV0) +Q3(kgkL2+�0(L2));with �0 := minf�; �1g.Applying now the anisotropi paraboli maximal regularity theorem (see [27℄) to equa-tion (1.32), we derive (using (1.34)) estimate (1.31) and Theorem 1.3 is proved.Let V �00 denote the following trae spae:(1.35) V �00 =�u(0) : �tu 2 L2+�0([0; 1℄; L2(!)); u 2 L2+�0([0; 1℄;W 2;2(!)); u���! = 0	:It is known (see [26℄ and [35℄) that(1.36) V �00 �W 1+Æ;2(!);where Æ = �02+�0 > 0. Thus, Theorem 1.3 implies theCorollary 1.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.3 hold. Then, u(t) belongs to V �00 , forevery t > 0, and(1.37) ku(t)kV �00 � (1 + 1t )�Q(ku0kV0) +Q(kgkL2+�0b (L2))� ;for an appropriate monotoni funtion Q. In partiular, due to (1.36), the V �00 -norm inthe left-hand side of (1.37) an be replaed by the W 1+Æ;2-norm.9



Corollary 1.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.3 hold. We assume in addition thatu0 2 V �00 . Then(1.38) ku(T )k2+�0V �00 + Z T+1T k�tu(t)k2+�00;2 dt+ Z T+1T ku(t)k2+�02;2 dt �� Q(ku0kV �00 ) +Q(kgkL2+�0b (L2));for an appropriate monotoni funtion Q.Estimate (1.38) an be derived as in the proof of Theorem 1.3, but is simpler, sine wedo not need to prove the smoothing property.The following result, whih establishes the Holder ontinuity with respet to t of thetrajetories, is essential for our onstrution of exponential attrators.Theorem 1.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.3 hold and let in addition u0 belong toV �00 . Then, there exists  > 0 suh that, for every t � 0 and 0 < s < 1(1.39) ku(t+ s)� u(t)k1;2s � Q(ku0kV �00 ) +Q(kgkL2+�0b (L2));for an appropriate monotoni funtion Q.Proof. We write(1.40) ku(t+ s)� u(t)k21;2 == � Z t+st (�tu(l);�xu(l)) dl = � Z t+st (a�xu(l);�xu(l)) dl++ Z t+st (f(u(l));�xu(l)) dl� Z t+st (g(l);�xu(l)) dl := I1 + I2 + I3:Let us estimate I1. Using Holder's inequality with exponents p1 = 1+�0=2 and p2 = 1+2=�0and (1.38), we have(1.41) jI1j � C Z t+st ku(l)k22;2 dl � Cs1=p2 �Z t+st ku(l)k2+�02;2 dl�1=p1 � C1s1=p2 :The seond integral I2 an be easily estimated by integrating by parts and by using thefat that ku(t)k1;2 is uniformly bounded together with the ondition f 0 � �KId:(1.42) I2 � K Z t+st krxu(l)k1;2 dl � Cs:10



So, there remains to estimate the third integral I3. To this end, we apply Holder's inequalitywith exponents p1 = p2 = 2 + �0 and p3 = 1 + 2=� and use (1.30) and (1.39) to obtain(1.43) jI3j � C Z t+st kg(l)k0;2ku(l)k2;2 dl �� Cs1=p3 �Z t+st kg(l)k2+�00;2 dl�1=p1 �Z t+st ku(l)k2+�02;2 dl�1=p2 � C1s1=p3 :Inserting estimates (1.41){(1.43) into estimate (1.40), we �nd (1.39). Theorem 1.4 is proved.x2 The global (uniform) attratorIn this Setion, we prove that equation (0.1) possesses the global attrator A in theappropriate extended phase spae.We start with realling the skew produt onstrution of the global attrator for thenon-autonomous equation (0.1) (see e.g. [4℄, [5℄, [22℄, [32℄ and [33℄ for details). To this end,we further assume that the right-hand side g(t) is de�ned not only for t � 0, but also forall t 2 R, and is bounded (i.e. it belongs to the spae L2b(
)). Moreover, we assume thatthe right-hand side is translation-ompat (see [4℄ and [5℄). By de�nition, this means thatthe hull(2.1) H(g) := [Thg; h 2 R℄L2lo (
); (Thg)(t) := g(t+ h);is ompat in L2lo(
) (whih, by de�nition, is a F-spae generated by the semi-normsk� ;
Tk0;2, T 2 R), where [�℄V denotes the losure in V .It is obvious that any periodi, quasiperiodi or almost periodi funtion (in Bohner-Amerio sense) with values in L2(!) belongs to the lass TC2(
) of translation-ompatfuntions in L2lo(
). We also note that, in ontrast with the de�nition of almost periodifuntions, we take the losure in (2.1) not for a uniform topology of L2(
) or Cb(R; L2(!)),but only for a loal topology of L2lo(
), so that the lass TC2(
) is essentially largerthan the lass AP (R; L2(!)) of almost periodi funtions. For instane, every funtiong 2W�;2b (
), with � > 0, is automatially translation-ompat:W�;2b (
) � TC2(
); � > 0:Moreover, the lass TC2(
) enjoys the following desription (see [38℄):(2.2) TC2(
) = [C1b (
)℄L2b(
):Formula (2.2) lari�es the relationship between smoothness and translation-ompatness.We now onsider the family of problems(2.3) �tu = a�xu� f(u) + �(t); � 2 H(g):11



We note that k�kL2b � kgkL2b , for every � 2 H(g). Consequently, the estimates derived inSetion 1 hold uniformly with respet to � 2 H(g). In partiular, the family of solvingoperators U�(t; �) : V0 ! V0; u�(t) = U�(t; �)u�(�); t � �;where u�(t) is a solution of (2.3) with initial value u���t=� = u�(�), is well de�ned.Let us de�ne a semigroup St ating on the extended phase spae � := V0�H(g) by theformula(2.4) St(u0; �) := (U�(t; 0)u0; Tt�) ; St : V0 �H(g)! V0 �H(g):(It is easy to hek (see e.g. [4℄, [5℄, [22℄, [32℄ and [33℄) that (2.4) is indeed a semigroup.)Our task now is to verify the existene of the global attrator for this semigroup. Forthe reader's onveniene, we reall the de�nition of the global attrator (see [3℄, [21℄ and[34℄ for details).De�nition 2.1. The set A � � is the global attrator for the semigroup St if the followingonditions hold:1. A is ompat in �;2. A is stritly invariant with respet to St: StA = A ; 8t � 0;3. A is an attrating set for the semigroup St in the following sense: for every boundedset B � � and for every neighborhood O(A ) of A , there exists a time T = T (B;O) suhthat(2.5) StB � A ; if t � T:Remark 2.1. The last ondition of De�nition 2.1 is equivalent to the following: for everybounded set B � �(2.6) limt!1 dist�fStB ; A g = 0;where(2.7) distV fX;Y g := supx2X infy2Y dV (x; y);(dV (�; �) denotes a metri in the spae V ) is the non-symmetri Hausdor� distane betweenthe subsets X and Y of the metri spae V .Theorem 2.1. Let the previous assumptions hold. Then, the semigroup (2.4) ating onthe extended phase spae � possesses the global attrator A .Proof. Aording to the attrator's existene theorem for abstrat semigroups (see [3℄, [21℄and [34℄), it suÆes to verify the following assumptions:1. the semigroup St : �! � is ontinuous, for every �xed t � 0;2. the semigroup St possesses a ompat attrating set K � �.12



The ontinuity of St is a straightforward onsequene of (1.29). So, there remains toprove the existene of a ompat attrating set. To this end, we note that estimate (1.1)implies that the set B 0 := BR � H(g), where BR := fv 2 V0; kvkV0 � Rg is the R-ballin V0, is an attrating (and even absorbing) set for the semigroup St if R is large enough(more preisely, for R � 2Q(kgkL2b(
)), where Q is the same as in (1.1)). Now, this set isobviously non-ompat in �.We laim that the set(2.8) B := S1B 0 ;is a ompat attrating set for the semigroup St. Indeed, sine B 0 is an attrating set, thenso is B . So, there only remains to prove the ompatness.We note that, by de�nition(2.9) B = f(u�(1); T1�) : u�(0) 2 BR; � 2 H(g)g;where u�(t) is solution of equation (2.3). We set v�(t) := tu�(t). Then(2.10) � �tv� � a�xv� = hu� (t) := u�(t) + tf(u�(t)) + t�(t); � 2 H(g);v���t=0 = 0; u���t=0 2 BR:Aording to Theorem 1.1, the set fu�(t) : (u�(0); �) 2 B 0g is bounded (and obviouslylosed) in �(
0). We reall that, sine the exponent 2p is stritly less than the ritialexponent 2p, the embedding �(
0) � L2p(
0) is ompat (see [35℄). Thus, we haveproved that(2.11) fu�(t) : (u�(0); �) 2 B 0g �� L2p(
0):We note that, aording to the growth restritions (0.2) and to Krasnoselski's theorem(see [24℄), the Nemitskij operator generated by f is ontinuous from L2p(
0) into L2(
0).Consequently, (2.11) implies that the set(2.12) fu�(t) + tf(u�(t)) : (u�(0); �) 2 B 0g;is ompat in L2(
0).We now reall that the right-hand side g is assumed to be translation-ompat. Conse-quently, H(g)��
0 is also ompat in L2(
0). Thus, we have established that the set G ofright-hand sides in (2.10):(2.13) G := fhu� (t) : (u�(0); �) 2 B 0g;is ompat in L2(
0). Applying now the paraboli maximal regularity theorem (see [25℄)to equation (2.10) and taking into aount (2.13) and the fat that v�(0) = 0, we have(2.14) G1 := fv�(t) : (u�(0); �) 2 B 0g �� �(
0):13



Noting that B � G1��t=1 � H(g) �� V0 � H(g) (sine V0 is the trae spae at t = 1 ofthe funtions belonging to �(
0)), we �nally dedue that B is a ompat attrating set forthe semigroup St ating on � and, onsequently (due to the attrator's existene theoremmentioned in the beginning of the proof), this semigroup possesses the global attrator Ain �. Theorem 2.1 is proved.De�nition 2.2. The projetion A := �1A of the global attrator A onstruted in theprevious theorem onto the �rst omponent (i.e. V0) is alled the uniform attrator for theinitial non-autonomous equation (0.1).Corollary 2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then, equation (0.1) possessesthe uniform attrator A �� V0.Remark 2.2. The uniform attrator A possesses an internal de�nition (i.e. that doesnot make referene to the semigroup St). More preisely, the set A is alled the uniformattrator for equation (0.1) if:1. A is ompat in V0;2. for every bounded subset B of V0(2.15) limt!1 sup�2H(g) distV0fU�(t; 0)B;Ag = 0;3. the set A is minimal among the losed sets that satisfy 1 and 2.The equivalene of this de�nition and De�nition 2.2 has been proved in [4℄. We alsonote that (2.15) justi�es the name 'uniform' for the attrator A.To onlude this setion, we formulate the non-autonomous analogue of the well-knownfat that the global attrator is generated by all omplete bounded trajetories of theorresponding semigroup.Theorem 2.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then, the uniform attrator Aenjoys the following desription:(2.16) A = [�2H(g)K���t=0;where K� is the set of all bounded solutions u 2 �b(
) of equation (2.3) with right-handsides � 2 H(g) de�ned for all t 2 R.Indeed, it is well known (see [3℄, [21℄ and [34℄) that the global attrator A for thesemigroup St enjoys the following desription:A = f�0 2 � : 9�(s) 2 L1b (R;�); St�(s) = �(t+ s); 8t � 0; s 2 R; �(0) = �0g:Assertion (2.16) an easily be dedued from this desription (see e.g. [4℄ and [5℄ for details).14



x3 The entropy of the uniform attratorThis Setion is devoted to the study of quantitative harateristis of the uniform attra-tor A onstruted in the previous Setion. Suh a harateristi, whih is widespread in theattrator's industry, is the fratal (box-ounting, entropy) dimension of the attrator. Wenote however that, in ontrast with the autonomous ase, without additional assumptionson the '�nite dimensionality' (for the time dependene) of the right-hand side g (e.g. g isquasiperiodi), there is no reason to expet the (uniform) attrator to be �nite dimensionalin the non-autonomous ase (see [4℄ for examples of in�nite dimensional non-autonomousattrators or [8℄, [14℄ and [38℄ for examples of in�nite dimensional autonomous attrators inunbounded domains). That is the reason why (following [7℄, [15℄, [37℄, [38℄ and [39℄), we willstudy the Kolmogorov's entropy of the attrator A, whih is �nite under the assumptionsof Theorem 2.1 (sine A is ompat).We briey reall the de�nition of Kolmogorov's "-entropy and give some lassial exam-ples (see [23℄ and [35℄ for a detailed study).De�nition 3.1. Let K be a (pre)ompat set in a metri spae M . Then, due to Haus-dor�'s riteria, it an be overed by a �nite number of "-balls in M . Let N"(K;M) be theminimal number of "-balls that over K. Then, we all Kolmogorov's "-entropy of K thelogarithm of this number:(3.1) H "(K;M) := log2N"(K;M):We now give several examples of typial asymptotis for the "-entropy.Example 3.1. We assume that K = [0; 1℄n and M = Rn (more generally, K is a n-dimensional ompat Lipshitz manifold of a metri spae M). Then(3.2) H "(K;M) = (n+ o(1)) log2 1" ; as "! 0:This example justi�es the de�nition of the fratal dimension.De�nition 3.2. The fratal dimension dimF (K;M) is de�ned as(3.3) dimF (K;M) := limsup"!0 H "(K;M)log2 1=" :The following example shows that, for sets that are not manifolds, the fratal dimensionmay be non-integer.Example 3.2. Let K be a standard ternary Cantor set in M = [0; 1℄. ThendimF (K;M) = ln 2ln 3 < 1:15



The next example gives the typial behavior of the entropy in lasses of funtions with�nite smoothness.Example 3.3. Let V be a smooth bounded domain of Rn and let K be the unit ball inthe Sobolev spae W l1;p1(V ) and M be another Sobolev spae W l2;p2(V ) suh that theembedding W l1;p1 �W l2;p2 is ompat, i.e.l1 > l2 � 0; l1n � 1p1 > l2n � 1p2 :Then, the entropy H "(K;M) has the following asymptotis (see [35℄):(3.4) C1 �1"�n=(l1�l2) � H "(K;M) � C2 �1"�n=(l1�l2) :Finally, the last example shows the typial behavior of the entropy in lasses of analytifuntions.Example 3.4. Let V1 � V2 be two bounded domains of C n . We assume that K is the setof all analyti funtions � in V2 suh that k�kC(V2) � 1 and that M = C(V1). Then(3.5) C1 (log2 1=")n+1 � H "(K��V1 ;M) � C2 (log2 1=")n+1 ;(see [23℄).We now state the main result of this Setion.Theorem 3.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Then, the entropy of the attra-tor A satis�es (for " > 0 small enough):(3.6) H "(A; V0) � C log2 1" + H "=K �H(g)��[0;L log2 1="℄�!; L2b([0; L log2 1="℄� !)� ;where the onstants C, L and K depend only on the left-hand side of equation (0.1) andan be omputed expliitly.Proof. We adapt the proof given in [38℄ to our situation. Let B = B(u0; R; V0) be a V0-ballof radius R entered at u0 suh that A � B (suh a ball exists, sine A is bounded in V0).Aording to Theorem 1.2, there exists a onstant L0 � 1 suh that, for every solutionsu1(t) and u2(t) with right-hand sides g1 and g2 suh that ui(0) 2 B(u0; 2R; V0), then(3.7) ku1(1)� u2(1)k1;2 � L0 (ku1(0)� u2(0)k0;2 + kg1 � g2;
0k0;2) :Our task now is to onstrut, starting with the initial ball B, the R=2k-overing of theattrator A for every �xed k. Estimating then the number of balls in these overings, wewill dedue estimate (3.6). 16



Let k 2 N be �xed. We �x the minimal R4L0 12k -overing of the set H(g)��
0;k for the metriof L2b(
0;k) (it is possible to do so, sine g is translation-ompat). Let G := f�1; � � � ; �Ng �H(g) be the enters of this overing. Then, obviouslylog2N = log2N(k) := H R=(2k+2L0)(H(g)��
k ; L2b(
k)):Let us also �x the minimal overing of the unit ball B(0; 1; V0) for the V0-norm by a�nite number P of 1=(8L0)-balls for the metri of H := L2(!) (suh a overing exists, sineV0 �� H). Moreover, inreasing the radiuses of the balls twie (from 1=(8L0) to 1=(4L0)),we may assume that all the enters of these balls belong to V0. It is very important that,for every r > 0 and v 2 V0, the ball B(v; r; V0) of radius r in V0 entered at v an beovered by the same number P of balls of radius r=(4L0) for the H-norm (this overingan be onstruted from the initial overing of the unit ball B(0; 1; V0) by shifting andhomotetion). We also note that the enters of the balls in this overing belong to V0.We now set U j0 := fu0g, j = 1; � � � ; N , where u0 is the enter of our initial R-ball andwe de�ne the sets U jl by indution.Let us assume that the sets U jl � V0, j = 1; � � � ; N , are already de�ned for some l < k.We onsider, for every j 2 [1; N ℄, the system of R=2l-balls for the V0-norm entered at thepoints of U jl . We over eah of these balls by a �nite number P of R=(2l4L0)-balls for themetri of H and we denote by Vjl the set of all enters of these new balls. We note thatU jl � V0 implies, due to our onstrution of the overing, that Vjl � V0 and, onsequently,we an de�ne the set U jl+1 by the formula(3.8) U jl+1 := U�j (l + 1; l)Vjl :Thus, we have de�ned by indution the sets U jl and Vjl , for every 0 � l � k and j 2[1; � � � ; k℄. We also note that the number of points in U jl is given by(3.9) #U jl = P l; l � k:Lemma 3.1. The R=2k-balls in V0 entered at the points of the set Uk := [Nj=1U jk overthe attrator A.Proof. Let w be an arbitrary point of A. Then, aording to Theorem 2.2, there exist� 2 H(g) and a omplete bounded solution bu(t) of (2.3) suh that bu(k) = w.Aording to our onstrution, there exist j� 2 [1; � � � ; N ℄ and u�0 := u0 2 U j�0 suh that(3.10) k� � �j� ;
l;l�1k0;2 � R4L0 12k ; l = 1; � � � ; k; kbu(0)� u�0k0;2 � R:Let us assume that we have already proved that, for some l < k, there exists u�l 2 U j�l suhthat(3.11) kbu(l)� u�l k1;2 � R2l :17



Estimate (3.11) implies that bu(l) belongs to the R=(2l)-ball for the V0-metri entered atu�l 2 U j�l . Therefore, by de�nition of the sets Vjl , there exists a point v�l 2 Vj�l suh that(3.12) kbu(l)� v�l k0;2 � R2l 14L0 :We now onsider the point u�l+1 := U�j� (l+1; l)v�l 2 U j�l+1. Then, aording to (3.7), (3.10)and (3.12)(3.13) kbu(l+ 1)� u�l+1k1;2 � L0� R4L02l + R4L02k� < R2l+1 :(We note that (3.7) is indeed appliable beause bu(l) 2 A � B(u0; R; V0) and, onsequently,(3.12) implies that u�l 2 B(u0; 2R; V0).)Thus, by indution, we onlude that there exists uj�k 2 U j�k suh that(3.14) kbu(k)� uj�k k1;2 � R2k :Sine w = bu(k) is arbitrary, we �nish the proof of Lemma 3.1.Therefore, we have onstruted the R=2k-overing of the attrator A (entered at thepoints of Uk := [Nj=1U jk). Consequently, (3.9) implies that(3.15) NR=2k(A; V0) � NP k:Taking the logarithm of both sides of (3.15) and writing the expliit expression ofN = N(k),we obtain that, for every k 2 N(3.16) H R=2k (A; V0) � k log2 P + H R=2k+2L0(H(g)��
0;k ; L2b(
0;k)):Estimate (3.6) follows immediately from (3.16). Indeed, let R > " > 0 be �xed and let kbe suh that(3.17) R2k�1 > " > R2k :Then, noting that the "-entropy is a non-inreasing funtion of ", we obtain from (3.16)that(3.18) H "(A; V0) � (1 + log2 R" ) log2 P++ H "=(8L0 )�H(g)��
0;(1+log2 R" ) ; L2b(
0;(1+log2 R" ))� :Estimate (3.18) is of the form (3.6) (for appropriate onstants C, L, K and "). Theorem3.2 is proved. 18



x4 The exponential attratorThe main aim of this Setion is to onstrut an (in�nite dimensional) exponential at-trator for the non-autonomous problem (0.1). For the reader's onveniene, we start ouronsiderations from the standard de�nition of exponential attrators for semigroups (see[10℄).De�nition 4.1. Let St : �! �, t � 0, be a semigroup. Then, a set M is an exponentialattrator for St if1. M is ompat in �;2. M is semi� invariant with respet to St, i.e. StM � M ; 8t � 0;3. M attrats the bounded subsets of � exponentially, i.e. there exists  > 0 suh that,for every bounded subset B � �, there exists a onstant C = C(B ) suh that(4.1) dist�(StB ; M ) � Ce��t; � > 0; t � 0;4. the set M has �nite fratal dimension, i.e.(4.2) dimF (M ;�) <1:For non-autonomous equations, a de�nition of exponential attrator an be obtainedfrom De�nition 4.1 by using the skew produt tehnique and by projeting the exponentialattrator for the extended semigroup onto the �rst omponent (see [17℄ and [29℄). We givethis de�nition in the ase of equation (0.1).De�nition 4.2. Let U�(t; �) : V0 ! V0 be the solving operators for (2.3). Then, a set Mis an exponential attrator for this equation if1. M is ompat in V0;2. M attrats exponentially the trajetories of the family (2.3), i.e. for every boundedsubset B � V0, there exists C = C(B) suh that(4.3) sup�2H(g) distV0(U�(t; 0)B;A) � Ce��t; � > 0;3. for every u0 2 M, there exists � 2 H(g) suh that U�(t; 0)u0 2 M, for every t � 0;4. The set M has �nite fratal dimension: dimF (M; V0) <1.As in the autonomous ase, it follows immediately from the de�nition that the uniformattrator is a subset of any exponential attrator:(4.4) A �M:We note that, although this de�nition of non-autonomous exponential attrators is welladapted to the study of non-autonomous equations with periodi or quasiperiodi externalfores (see [17℄, [29℄ and [31℄), it is not onvenient for more general translation-ompattime dependenes. Indeed, as already mentioned, there is no reason to expet the uniform19



attrator to have �nite dimension in general and point 4 of De�nition 4.2, together withthe embedding (4.4), imply that dimF A < 1. Consequently, there is also no reason toexpet the existene of an exponential attrator in the sense of De�nition 4.2 in general!Thus, ondition 4 of De�nition 4.2 should be modi�ed. We note however that this on-dition annot be dropped ompletely. Indeed, in that ase, every ompat (semi-invariant)absorbing set of (0.1) would be an exponential attrator, whih does not make sense.We note that, although an exponential attrator must have in�nite dimension (if thesame is true for the uniform attrator), it is reasonable to onstrut it as 'small' as possible.Using Kolmogorov's entropy in order to ompare the 'size' of in�nite dimensional sets,we ome to the following problem: onstrut an exponential attrator M whose entropyH "(M) has in some sense the same type of asymptotis, as " ! 0, as the entropy H "(A)of the uniform attrator:(4.5) H "(M; V0) � H "(A; V0):Having estimate (3.11) for the entropy of the right-hand side of (4.5), it looks reasonableto give the following de�nition of (in�nite dimensional) exponential attrators for equation(0.1).De�nition 4.3. A set M is an (in�nite dimensional) exponential attrator for equation(0.1) if onditions 1{3 of De�nition 4.2 are satis�ed and if, in addition(4.6) H "(M; V0) � C1 log2 1" + H "=L1 �H(g)��
0;K1 log2 1=" ; L2b(
0;K1 log2 1=")� ;for appropriate onstants C1, L1 and K1.Remark 4.1. We note that, if the external fore g is in some proper sense �nite dimen-sional (e.g. if it is quasiperiodi, see also the examples in Setion 5 below), then the seondterm in the right-hand side of (4.6) has the asymptotis L00 log2 1=" and, onsequently,(4.6) implies that M is �nite dimensional (that is the reason why we put into parenthe-ses the words 'in�nite dimensional' in De�nition 4.3). In this situation, De�nition 4.3 forexponential attrators oinides with the standard de�nition (i.e. De�nition 4.2).The main result of this setion is the following theorem.Theorem 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold and let in addition assumption(1.30) be valid. Then, equation (0.1) possesses an (in�nite dimensional) exponential at-trator M in the sense of De�nition 4.3.Proof. We �rst note that it is suÆient to verify the exponential attration for an absorbingset for equation (0.1) (indeed, the image of every bounded subset of V0 enters the absorbingset after a �nite time).Let us �x an absorbing set B 0 for the extended semigroup St : �! � (say, the same asin the proof of Theorem 2.1). We note that this set may not be semi-invariant with respetto St, so that we de�ne (as usual) a new absorbing set(4.7) B := �[t�0StB 0��;20



whih is also bounded in V0 (due to Theorem 1.1) and is obviously semi-invariant:(4.8) StB � B ; 8t � 0;and we set B := �1B .As usual, we �rst onstrut an exponential attrator for a disrete time tn = n and forthe disrete semigroup S(n) := Sn, n 2 N . Then, we extend this result to the ontinuousase.We are now going to onstrut the analogues of the sets U jl introdued in the proof ofTheorem 3.1. To this end, we �x u0 2 V0 and R 2 R suh that B � B(u0; R; V0) and wehoose the onstant L0 suh that (due to (1.11))(4.9) ku1(1)� u2(1)k1;2 � L0 (ku1(0)� u2(0)k0;2 + kg1 � g2;
0k0;2) ;for every solutions u1 and u2 with right-hand sides g1 and g2 2 H(g) suh that u1(0) andu2(0) 2 B(u0; 2R; V0) (ompare with (3.12)).Let us now �x an arbitrary k 2 N and let us onstrut the minimal R=(2k4L0)-overingof the hull H(g)��
0;k+1 in the spae L2b(
0;k+1). Let G(k) = f�1; � � � ; �N(k)g be the set ofthe enters of this overing. We set(4.10) log2N(k) = H R=(2l+2 )(H(g)��
0;k+1 ; L2b(
0;k+1)):(We note that, in general, the onstants R and L0 are not the same as in the proof ofTheorem 3.1; we keep here the same notations to indiate the analogy. We also note thatwe slightly hange the de�nition of the number N and that we onsider the time interval[0; k + 1℄ instead of [0; k℄. The reason for doing this will beome learer in the proof ofLemma 4.1 below.)We now de�ne the number P (whih is independent of k!) and we onstrut the setsU jl (k), j 2 [1; � � � ; N(k)℄, l 2 [0; k℄, by indution, following the proof of Theorem 3.1 (theonly di�erene is that we now write U jl (k) instead of U jl to indiate the dependene on k).Then, it an be proved (repeating word by word the proof of Lemma 3.1) that the systemof R=(2k)-balls for the V0-metri entered at the points of Uk(k) := [N(k)j=1 U jk(k) overs theset �1SkB . We reformulate this property in the following equivalent way:(4.11) distV0(�1(SkB ) ; Uk(k)) � R2k :We also note that, aording to our onstrution(4.12) #U jk(k) = P k:Roughly speaking, the main idea of our onstrution of exponential attrator is to takethis attrator as the union � [k2N Uk(k)�V0 . Then, (4.11) gives the exponential attration,21



whereas (4.12) gives the proper entropy estimate. However, in order to satisfy the otheronditions of De�nition 4.3, we have to be a little more aurate.Let us �rst de�ne the lifting of the sets U jk(k) (whih will be denoted below by U j(k)in order to simplify the notations) to the extended phase spae �. To this end, for everyv 2 U j(k), we take a point (uv; �v) 2 B suh that(4.13) kv � U�v (k; 0)uvkV0 � R=2k; k�j � �vkL2b(
0;k+1) � R=(2k+2L0):(It is lear from the proof of Lemma 3.1 that the points v 2 U j(k) for whih suh a pointdoes not exist an be dropped out from U jk(k), thus preserving property (4.11)).We set Uj (k) := fSk(uv; �v) 2 � : v 2 U j(k)g and U(k) := [Nj=1Uj (k). Then (due to(4.11){(4.13))(4.14) distV0 (�1(SkB ) ; �1U(k)) � R=2k�1; U(k) � SkB ; #U(k) � N(k)P k:We are now in a position to onstrut the disrete exponential attrators M d and Md :=�1M d . To this end, we �rst de�ne a sequene of sets E (k) by indution:(4.15) E (0) := U(0); E (k + 1) := S1E (k) [ U(k + 1);and we then de�ne the exponential attrator M d as follows:(4.16) M d := � [k2N E (k)��:Indeed, the semi-invariane (S1M d � M d ) is an immediate onsequene of (4.15) and (4.16).Furthermore, the exponential attration follows from the �rst formula of (4.14). Thus, thereonly remains to verify the entropy estimate. We reall that the entropy of a set oinideswith that of its losure. Consequently, we will estimate the entropy ofMd1 := [k2N�1E (k).Let us �x an arbitrary ", R > " > 0, and ompute k = k(") from the inequality(4.17) R2k < " < R2k�1 :We then deompose Md1 as follows:(4.18) Md1 = [l�k�1E (l) [ ([l>k�1E (k)) :We note that, aording to our onstrution, E (k) � SkB . Consequently (sine B is semi-invariant), the seond set in the deomposition (4.18) is a subset of Sk+1B . We reall that(due to (4.14)) the system of R=2k(< ")-balls entered at the points of �1U(k + 1) overs�1(Sk+1B ) and, onsequently, overs the seond set in (4.18). Thus, the minimal numberN"(Md; V0) of "-balls whih over the attrator satis�es(4.19) N"(Md; V0) �Xl�k #E (k) + #U(k + 1) � Xl�k+1#E (k):22



It follows immediately from the indutive de�nition of the sets E (l) that(4.20) #E (l) �Xm�l#U(m) � l#U(l) � (k + 1)#U(k + 1) � (k + 1)N(k + 1)P k:Inserting this estimate into (4.19) and applying the log2, it follows that(4.21) H "(Md; V0) � 2 log2(k + 1) + log2N(k + 1) + (k + 1) log2 P:Expressing k = k(") from (4.17) and inserting this expression into (4.21), we obtain (as inthe end of the proof of Theorem 3.1) estimate (4.6). Thus, the setMd is indeed a disreteexponential attrator.To omplete the proof of the theorem, there remains to extend Md to a ontinuousexponential attrator.Lemma 4.1. We set(4.22) M = M  := f(v; �) 2 � : 9t 2 [0; 1℄; 9� 2 M d ; (v; �) = St�g:Then, M := �1M is an (in�nite dimensional) exponential attrator for equation (0.1).Proof. Let us verify the onditions of De�nition 4.3. The semi-invariane follows immedi-ately from the disrete semi-invariane of M d and from (4.22).Let us now verify the exponential attration. To this end, we �x an arbitrary (v; �) 2 Bwith orresponding trajetory u(T ) := U�(T; 0)v and we onsider the time T = k+ t, wherek 2 N and 0 � t < 1. Then, aording to the onstrution of the sets U(k), there exists(v�; ��) 2 B suh that Sk(v�; ��) 2 U(k) and(4.23) ku(k)� U�(k; 0)v�k1;2 � R=2k�1; k� � ��kL2b(
0;k+1) � R=(2k+1L0):The seond inequality follows from the seond inequality in (4.13) and from the fat thatG(k) = f�j; j = 1; � � � ; Ng is an R=2k+2L0-net. In partiular, we note that this inequalityimplies that(4.24) kTk� � Tk��;
0k0;2 � R=(2k+1L0):(That was the reason why we have onsidered the time interval [0; k + 1℄ instead of [0; k℄from the very beginning.)We note that, by de�nition of M , the point u�(T ) := UTk��(k + t; k)U�(0; k)v� belongsto M. Moreover, estimate (1.29) implies that(4.25) ku(T )� u�(T )k1;2 � L00(ku(k)� u�(k)k1;2 + kTk� � Tk��;
0k0;2):(We note that the onstant L00 � 1 is hosen suh that, for every u(k); u�(k) 2 B(u0; 2R; V0)and every 0 < T � k < 1, (4.25) holds. It is possible to do so thanks to Corollary 1.1.)23



Inserting estimates (4.23) and (4.24) into the right-hand side of (4.25), we have(4.26) ku(T )� u�(T )k1;2 � L12�k � L12�T+1:Sine u�(T ) 2 M, we obtain the attration property.So, there only remains to verify the entropy estimate. To this end, it is onvenient tointrodue the operator(4.27) S : �! C([0; 1℄; V0); S(v; �) := U�(t; 0)v;and to onsider the set M̂ := SM � C([0; 1℄; V0). (Roughly speaking, we replae everypoint of M by the piee of the orresponding trajetory of length one.) To this end, weneed the following Proposition.Proposition 4.1. The L00R=2k�2-balls for the topology of C([0; 1℄; V0) entered at thepoints of S(U(k)) over S(SkB ).The proof of this proposition is similar to our proof of the attration property. Wetake an arbitrary point (v; �) 2 B and we set u(t) := U�(t; 0)v. Then, there exists a point(v�; ��) 2 B , u�(t) = U��(t; 0)v�, suh that (u�(k); Tk��) 2 U(k) and(4.28) ku(k)� u�(k)k1;2 � R=2k�1; k� � ��kL2b(Omega0;k+1) � R=(2k+1L0) < R=2k+1:Thus, aording to estimate (4.25)(4.29) ku(t+ k)� u�(t+ k)k1;2 � L00(R=2k�1 + R=2k+1) � L00R=2k�2; 0 < t < 1;and Proposition 4.1 is proved.Let us now �x ", R > " > 0, and let us onstrut the "-overing of M̂. As in the disretease, we ompute k = k(") from the inequality(4.30) L00R=2k < " < L00R=2k�1:We then deompose the set M̂ as follows:(4.31) M̂ = [l�kS(E(l)) [ S ([l�kE (l)) := M̂1 [ M̂2:We note that, as in the disrete ase, M̂2 � S(Sk+1B ) and, due to Proposition 4.1, it anbe overed by the "-balls entered at the points of S(U(k + 1)) � S(E(k + 1)). Thus, wehave proved that the system of "-balls entered at the points of S(E(l)), l = 1; � � � ; k + 1,overs M̂. Consequently (ompare with (4.21)), the entropy H " of this overing satis�es(4.32) H "(M̂; C([0; 1℄; V0)) � H " � (k + 1) log2 P + log2N(k) + 2 log2(k + 1):24



Computing k = k(") from (4.30) and inserting this value into (4.32), we obtain an entropyestimate of the form (4.6) for the set M̂.Now, we are in a position to estimate the entropy of M and to omplete the proof ofthe lemma. To this end, we introdue the projetorPr : C([0; 1℄; V0)! 2V0 ; Pr(v) := fv(t) : t 2 [0; 1℄g:Obviously, M = Pr(M̂) and, onsequently(4.33) distV0(M;[l�k+1 Pr(S(E(l)))) � ":Thus, there remains to onstrut the appropriate overing of the sets O"(Pr(S(E(l))), whereO" denotes the "-neighborhood in V0. We reall that the sets E (l) ontain a �nite numberof points. Therefore, it is suÆient to know how to over the sets(4.34) O"(S(v; �)) = fw 2 V0 : 9t 2 [0; 1℄; kv(t)� wkV0 � "; v(t) := U�(t; 0)vg;for every (v; �) 2 E (k). In order to onstrut suh a overing, we note that, aording toour onstrution, M � S1B (sine we take a union in (4.16) not from k = 0, but fromk = 1). Then, aording to Corollary 1.2, M is bounded in V �00 and, onsequently (due toTheorem 1.4), every trajetory u(t) := U�(t; 0)v starting from an arbitrary point (v; �) 2 Mis uniformly Holder ontinuous in V0, i.e.(4.35) ku(t+ s)� u(t)kV0 � Cs ; t � 0; 0 < s < 1:In partiular, (4.35) holds uniformly with respet to (v; �) 2 E (k), k 2 N .Let us �x s0 = s0(") = ("=C)1= and let us onsider the following disrete subset of(4.34):(4.36) L(v;�) := fv(ns0) : n = 0; 1; � � � ; [1=s0℄g:Then, obviously, the 2"-balls entered at the points of L(v;�) over (4.34). Moreover(4.37) #L(v;�) = 1 + [1=s0℄ � (C=")1= ;and, onsequently, the system of 2"-balls entered at the points of L(v;�), for every (v; �) 2E (l), l � k + 1, overs tM. The entropy of this overing an be estimated by H " +1= log2C=". Thus(4.38) H 2"(M; V0) � (k + 1) log2 P + log2N(k) + 2 log2(k + 1) + 1 log2C=":Computing k(") from inequality (4.30) and inserting this expression into (4.38), we obtainestimate (4.6). Lemma 4.1, and thus Theorem 4.1, are proved.Remark 4.2. We note that our onstrution of (in�nite dimensional) exponential attra-tors is not based on the squeezing property (see also [13℄) and is thus valid in a generalBanah setting. 25



x5 ExamplesIn this Setion, we present several examples of external fores g and disuss the orre-sponding global/uniform and exponential attrators. We start with the simplest ase whereg is independent of t. Some related questions an be found in [4℄.Example 5.0 (autonomous external fores). Let g be independent of t. Then, equa-tion (0.1) is autonomous and H(g) = fgg. Consequently, the seond term in estimate (4.6)vanishes and we have the finite dimensional global attrator A and exponential attratorM for the autonomous equation (0.1), where(5.1) dimF (A; V0) � dimF (M; V0) � Caut:As a next simple example, we onsider the ase of quasiperiodi external fores.Example 5.1 (quasiperiodi external fores). We assume that the external fore g isof the form(5.2) g(t) = G(Tt�0); �0 2 Tm;where G : Tm ! L2(!) is a smooth (at least C1) funtion from the m-dimensional torusTm into L2(!) and Tt is the standard linear ow on the m-dimensional torus Tm (Tt�0 :=(�0 + t�)mod (2�)m, � 2 Rm being a vetor with rationally independent frequenies). Inother words g(t) = G(�1t+ �10; � � � ; �mt+ �m0 );and the funtion G(z1; � � � ; zm) is 2�-periodi with respet to eah variable zl. Then, thehull H(g) has the following desription (see e.g [4℄):H(g) = f��(t) := G(Tt�) : � 2 Tmg:Furthermore, the hull H(g) is di�eomorphi to the torus Tm if G is injetive.We note that the linear ow Tt preserves the distane between the points on Tm . Con-sequently (sine G is C1)(5.3) H "(H(g)��
0;K log2 1=" ; L2b) � H "(H(g); Cb(R; L2(!)) �� H"=C(Tm;Rm) = (m+ o(1)) log2 1=":Inserting (5.3) into (3.11) and (4.6), we dedue that we again have the �nite dimensionaluniform attrator A and exponential attrator M, with(5.4) dimF (A; V0) � dimF (M; V0) � Caut +m;where the onstant Caut = Caut(f; a; kgkL2b) is the same as that derived in the autonomousase (5.1). 26



Constrution (5.3) an be generalized as follows.Example 5.2 (asade systems). Let K be a ompat metri spae with �nite frataldimension dimF (K;K) = m < 1 and let Tt, t 2 R, be a ow on K that has a �niteLyapunov exponent � � 0:(5.5) dK(Ttk1; Ttk2) � C2�tdK(k1; k2); t � 0:As in the previous example, we onsider a uniformly Lipshitz ontinuous funtion G : K !L2(!) and an external fore of the form(5.6) g(t) = G(�(t)); �(t) = Ttk0; k0 2 K:For instane, the funtion �(t) may be a omplete bounded trajetory of the autonomousODE(5.7) �0(t) = F (�(t)); � 2 Rm ;with F of lass C1. (In other words, we onsider an autonomous asade system of ODE(5.7) and the RDE (0.1) with external fore g(t) = G(�(t)):)Then, K := [�(t); t 2 R℄Rm is a ompat set with �nite (� m) fratal dimension andondition (5.5) is also satis�ed (sine F is C1).Let us now estimate the entropy of the hull H(g) of (5.6). We note that, due to theuniform Lipshitz ontinuity of G, we obtain(5.8) H "=L(H(g)��
0;T (") ; L2b) � H "=C1L(H(�); L1([0; T (")℄;K));where H(�) is the hull of �(t) in L1lo(R;K) and T (") = K log2 1=". Estimate (5.5), togetherwith the fat that K is �nite dimensional, imply the estimate(5.9) H "=C1L(H(�); L1([0; T (")℄;K)) � H 2��T (")"=C2L(K;K) �� (dimF K+ o(1)(log2 1="+ �T (") + log2(C2L)) = (m(1 + �K) + o(1)) log2 1=":Thus, we have proved that, in that ase, equation (0.1) also possesses the �nite dimensionaluniform attrator A and exponential attrator M suh that(5.10) dimF (A; V0) � dimF (M; V0) � Caut +m(1 +K�);where K is the same as in (4.6).Example 5.3 (stabilizing external fores). We assume here that the right-hand sideg belongs to W 1;2b (R; L2(!)) and stabilizes as t ! �1 in the following sense: there existg� 2 L2(!) and � > 0 suh that(5.11) kg � g�;
Tk0;2 � CjT j��:27



Then, obviously(5.12) H(g) = fg�g [ fg+g [ fThg; h 2 Rg:Let us onstrut the "-net in H(g)��
0;T (") . To this end, we note that, on the one hand (dueto the fat that �tg 2 L2b(
))(5.13) kg � Thg;
Tk0;2 � C1h; h 2 R;for every T 2 R, and, on the other hand (due to estimate (5.11))(5.14) kg+ � ThgkL2b(
0;T (")) � " or kg� � ThgkL2b(
0;T (")) � ";if h =2 [�t("); T (") + t(")℄, where t(") = (C=")1=�. Consequently, the setfg�g [ fg+g [ fThng; hn = �t + n"=C1; n = 0; � � � ; [C1(T (") + 2t)" ℄ + 1g;where C1 is the same as in (5.13), is the "-net in H(g)��
0;T (") . The entropy of this "-netan be estimated as followsH "(H(g); L2b(
0;T ("))) � log2 C="+ log2(T (") + t(")) = (1 + 1� + o(1)) log2 1=":Thus, we have proved that equation (0.1) with a stabilizing external fore g possesses the�nite dimensional uniform attrator A and exponential attrator M suh thatdimF (A; V0) � dimF (M; V0) � Caut + 1 + 1�:Let us now onsider examples of in�nite dimensional external fores. We start with theso-alled frequeny modulated external fores whih are widespread in the information'sindustry.Example 5.4 (frequeny modulated external fores). Let BL(R) � Cb(R) be thespae of funtions � 2 Cb(R) whose Fourier transform (in the sense of distributions) b� have�nite support(5.15) supp b� � [�L;L℄;(see e.g. [23℄ for a detailed study of the spae BL(R)). Let us �x an arbitrary � 2 BL(R).Then (due to the fat that ThBL(R) = BL(R)), the hull H(�) of this funtion in Clo(R) isa bounded subset of BL(R) (it is known that BL(R) onsists of entire funtions (see [23℄).Consequently, �(t) is obviously translation-ompat).28



It is proved in [38℄ that the restrition of the unit ball B(1; 0; BL(R)) in BL(R) to theinterval [0; T ℄ has the following entropy estimate:(5.16) H "(B(0; 1; BL(R)); C([0; T ℄)) � C(T + log2 1=") log2 1=";(and this estimate is sharp, at least if T � log2 1=" or is larger). Consequently, we havethe following estimate for the entropy of the hull H(�):(5.17) H "(H(�); C([0; T ℄))� C1(T + log2 1=") log2 1=":We now assume that the right-hand side g of (0.1) has the following form: g(t) = G(�(t)),where G 2 C1(R; L2(!)) (for instane, g(t) = �(t)g0(x), with g0 2 L2(!)). Then, (5.17)implies that(5.18) H "=L(H(g); L2b(
0;T ("))) � C2 (log2 1=")2 :Thus, we have proved that equation (0.1) with a frequeny modulated right-hand sideg possesses the (in�nite dimensional) uniform attrator A and exponential attrator Mhaving the following entropy estimates:(5.19) H "(A; V0) � H "(M; V0) � C (log2 1=")2 :(ompare with the typial asymptotis given in Setion 3.)We onlude our examples by onsidering a asade system for whih the right-handside g satis�es a RDE in an unbounded domaim (for simpliity, in Rn).Example 5.5 (asade systems with unbounded domains). We assume that theexternal fore g(t) = �(t)��x2!, where �(t) = �(t; x), x 2 Rn , satis�es the RDE(5.20) �t� = �x� � F (�); x 2 Rn ; �(t) 2 L2b(Rn);where, by de�nition, L2b(Rn) is a B-spae generated by the following norm:(5.21) k�(t)kL2b := supx02Rn k�(t); B1x0k0;2 <1;and BRx0 denotes the R-ball entered at x0. In other words, only bounded with respet tojxj ! 1 solutions of (5.20) are onsidered.It is known (see e.g [15℄, [28℄, [37℄ and [38℄) that, under some natural dissipativity as-sumptions on F , this equation is well-posed and that the orresponding semigroup possessesthe bounded global attrator K in L2b(
), whih is ompat in L2lo(Rn). We note that theattrator A is usually in�nite dimensional but, as proved in [38℄ it possesses the followingentropy estimate:(5.22) H "(A ��BRx0 ; C(BRx0)) � C(R+ log2 1=")n log2 1=";29



(moreover, this estimate is in a sense sharp).We now assume that our external fore �(t), t 2 R, is a omplete bounded trajetoryof (5.20) whih onsequently belongs to the attrator A . Then, it is not diÆult to prove,using estimate (5.22) and estimate (5.23) below for the di�erene of two solutions on theattrator (whih generalizes (5.5)):(5.23) ku1(t)� u2(t); B1x0k20;2 � CeLt ZRn ju1(0; x)� u2(0; x)j2e�"jx�x0j dx;(with C, L and " independent of x0 (see [14℄, [15℄ or [38℄ for the proof)), that the entropyof the hull H(g) satis�es:(5.24) H"=L(H(g)��
0;T (") ; L2b(
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